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upon isotropic scattering of most particles off magnetic
inhomogeneities. As a result, no such reQection is
assumed in this paper,

3. Conclusion

It is not yet possible to choose conGdently between
various theories of cosmic-ray origins. Current cosmic
ray data can be reconciled with many. Even the predic-
tion of a break in the energy and mass spectra between
10' —10' eV can be obtained from other theories. It
comes from the assumption of rigidity dependence in
cosmic-ray propagation. Any model which allows
primaries of rigidity 10" V to begin escaping pre-
maturely will predict a signiGcant steepening of the
energy spectrum and a shift in abundances to the
heavies. (This process could occur in the sources them-
selves or in the diffusion region. ) If this model allows
a second less intense population of particles extending
to 10"eV, current data can be fairly well Gtted.

However, many other approaches can be used, the
eclectic diffusion model seems to be worth exploring
further. In recent years persuasive arguments against
an eclective model have questioned the smooth Gt of
diferent cruxes into a single straight energy spectrum.
It is now becoming increasingly clear that fine structure
in the energy and mass spectra can be found. These
weaken the arguments against an eclectic approach and
suggest the advantages of carefully reexamining it.
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It is known that Maxwell's equations become nonlinear if the effect of virtual electron-positron pair crea-
tion is included. The vacuum, thus behaving like a polarizable continuum, is shown to exhibit the phenome-
non of birefringence.

HE fact that in quantum electrodynamics two
photons can interact through the creation of

virtual electron-positron pairs leads to additional terms
in the Lagrangian density which are biquadratic in
Geld intensities. It is shown in this note that this causes
birefringence of the vacuum. An estimate of the Kerr
constant of the vacuum gives a value of (7/90sr)
X (e'/Ac)'(1/ntcs) (A/ntc) 'A ', where A is the wavelength
of the light.

The interaction between two photons has been
treated' ' in quantum electrodynamics by considering
the production of virtual pairs in the vacuum. It is now
well known that this phenomenon of scattering of one
photon by another (Fig. 1) leads to a nonlinear interac-
tion between electromagnetic fields in vacuum. The
S-matrix element (ks, k4~S~ ki, ks) for the scattering of
two photons of 4-momenta k~ and k2 into k3 and k4

' O. Halpern, Phys. Rev. 44, 855 (1933).' H. Euler, Ann. Physik 26, 398 (1936).' W. Heisenberg and H. Euler, Z. Physik 98, 714 (1936).
4R. Karplus and M. Neuman, Phys. Rev. 80, 380 (1950);

83, 776 (1951).
e J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 82, 664 (1951).

can be written in the following manner:

where the efIective Lagrangian density ZT ff must
satisfy the requirements of relativistic invariance and
gauge invariance and hence must involve the invariants
(1p poy)s (gs F)s and (re povpr~)s —(g, F)s of
the electromagnetic Geld, where F„„=B„A„—B„A„and
the indices p, and v take the values 0, 1, 2, 3. According
to Schwinger, ' and Karplus and Neuman, 4 the result
for Fig. 1 is given by

leff L(I'—E')'+7(&.E)'3
45 (4sr)'rrt4

where the fine structure constant cr=s' (in naturalized
Gaussian units, h=c=1) and rrt is the mass of the
electron. The complete Lagrangian for the electro-
magnetic field, including the effect of virtual pair
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FIG. i. Feynman
diagram for photon-
photon scattering.

BIREPRINGENCE OF THE VACUUM

Let us consider a plane wave traveling in the s
direction between two plates of a capacitor having a
uniform static iield E, along the x direction (E,=E„
E„=E,=O). Since the 6elds associated with the wave
are small compared with the static field E„one may
approximate e~/ (2/45z. ) (n'/nz4)E, '8,;, so that

D= (I+2&E,s) R,
where

) = (I/45z. ) (n'/nz4) .

creation to order n' is now given by

2Q
1.= d'x F&p„F'&"+ ((tp puv)s

16m. 45(4z.)'m4

The principal components of p, ; are given by

p, '~ 5XE,'—(parallel component)

(perpendicular components) .
Ijzz —2AEs J

Therefore
P, ( (1—5XE,')8,(,
H, (1+2XE,')8„

(10)

+ (s v~u~
"" ')i ()

The modified Maxwell's equations can be obtained by
varying the Lagrangian with respect to the four
potentials A„. This results in the usual set of Maxwell's
equation with the following redefinitions'

where JI,&, Bjj correspond to the parallel components of
the field and II&, 8& to the perpendicular components.
The phase velocities cj j and c& of the wave in the
parallel (extraordinary ray) and perpendicular (ordi-
na, ry ray) directions, respectively, are given by

c(( ——I/L(1+2) E ') (1—5)E ')$'"
1/(1 —-,sXE '))1, (12)

where

3

D, = P.;;E;=P(S;;+.; )E, ,

&'= Z I v&~=K(ne+I V')&;,

Q
L2(Es as)S„+7J—I@,], —

45m m4

(4)

(5)

c,= 1/L(1+2) E ')'j"'= 1/(1+2XE ') (1. (13)

Thus, the wave travels as if passing through a bire-
frigent medium, the component of the B vector at
right angles to E, traveling more slowly, and the
component parallel to E, traveling more rapidly than
in the absence of the strong static field.

In order to compute, the Kerr constant for the vacuum
we make use of the following equation:

ep —e,=BAE,',
1 Q

p„'= —L2 (E'—8')5;;—7E;E;j.
45~ ~

(7)

' J. McKenna and P. M. Platzman, Phys. Rev. 129, 2354 (1963).

From Eqs. (4)—(7), it is clear that e,: and p~/ are
interpretable as the electric and magnetic suscepti-
bilities of the vacuum.

where mp and m, are the ordinary and extraordinary
refractive indices, A. the wavelength of light, and 8 is
the Kerr constant. From Eqs. (12) and (13), for the
vacuum ns —n,=z7XE,' so that B=s)/A. For sodium
light, A 5&&10 ' cm and therefore the estimated value
of 8~2XIO ' cm'/erg (~2XIO ' m/V'). This may
be compared with the Kerr constant for water, viz. ,
B(water) SX10 '4 m/V', which is a factor 10" larger
than for vacuum.


